Better representations when compared with SelectiveNet [R1].
Our proposed DeepGambler model learns representations that are very different from SelectiveNet. This is exemplified in Figure 1 where on the left we show the representations from DeepGambler (rejected points in black) and on the right we show the representations from SelectiveNet (rejected points shown in color, taken from SN paper). It is very interesting to see that our proposed DeepGambler model preserves the semantic differences of the rejected points: the rejected points are still in close to their respective clusters, and are not attracted to each other. In sharp comparison, the SelectiveNet method seems to discard relevant information about the variations of the data points by clustering all the rejected points together. This is an important difference between our DeepGambler approach and previous work: qualitatively speaking, we argue that our method learned better representation of the rejected points. This can explain why the DeepGambler model seems to have slightly better full coverage performance (see paper, tables 4 and 5, first row).

State-of-the-art performance where it matters the most [R1, R2, R3]. Our proposed approach is outperforming prior approaches (including previous SOTA Selective Net) in a statistically significant way for all datasets, for the most critical categories of 90% and 95%. While we may have understated these important results in the paper, we believe these categories (90% and 95%) are the most critical for real-world applications: modern applications often involve a very large number of datapoints (e.g., 1+ million), and it would be hard to imagine more than 10% of the data points being passed to a human expert (or a more expensive model). The performance of our proposed approach is still very competitive for the lower categories with an overall performance (over 14 categories): Our proposed DeepGambler approach is better (statistically significant) in 9, comparable in 4 and is outperformed in 1 only one case (for a coverage of 70%). Simpler yet strong single model [R1]. One practical advantage of DeepGambler over SN is that a single model can be used for various coverages. We point out that this simplicity does not compromise the performance of the model. In fact, a single DeepGambler model, trained once, can outperform SN trained for different coverages. Compare column 1 and 5 in table 3, 4, 5, we also see that DeepGambler dominates SN in most categories.

Comparison with other methods in Figure 3 [R2]. In fact, both figure 3 and 4 are for demonstrating how our model works, not for bench-marking against other models. That said, some qualitative comparison are available. This experiment shows how DeepGambler behaves compared with the SR method. One can show that the ES behaves exactly the same as SR in binary classification, and therefore the figure 3 reflects how SR would perform in this toy task. Also, we gave more comment on the similarity and difference between the SR and the PM in section 11.3 in the appendix; in fact, this experiment shows that, learning a hidden representation to predict an uncertainty score is better than simply calculating a score from the raw prediction. For Figure 4 [R2]. This is also a functional demonstration of the DeepGambler. And, in fact, we used this as a sanity check to check whether our method is doing what it should. This can be directly compared with Figure 4 in the BD paper (notice that in the BD paper, the experiment is also purely for demonstration). Qualitatively speaking, it looks like the PM behaves in a similar way to BD in this task, and it would be quite surprising (and, in a bad way) to imagine if other method such as SN would behave in any different way. Please also refer to the 2nd paragraph for a qualitative comparison between DeepGambler and SN.

The effect of changing $\alpha$ [R2]. Indeed, lower values of $\alpha$ show better results, as is shown in figure 6 in the appendix, where we conducted grid search over $\alpha$ on CIFAR 10. The linear fit shows a clear drop in testing loss when using smaller $\alpha$. However, from the same figure one see that, while the averaged loss drops steadily when $\alpha$ becomes small, its variance (with respect to different random seed) increases quickly as $\alpha$ drops. We hypothesize that there is some implicit bias-variance tradeoff in our proposed method, and similar grid search results are also observed in the other two datasets. Therefore, due to larger variance at lower $\alpha$, sometimes models with larger $\alpha$ are chosen by the validation process. We expect models with lower $\alpha$ to be chosen had we conducted sufficient grid search over the random seed (we only performed minimal grid search currently).

Meaning of Uncertainty [R3]. Yes, it would have been better if we were clearer about the meaning of the “uncertainty” from the beginning, it indeed refers to predicting a confidence score instead of a statistical uncertainty, and so it is meaningful when compared to the confidence scores of another data points. We will use “confidence score” when revising the manuscript.